We investigate the finite nuclear mass corrections in the helium atom in order to resolve a significant disagreement between the 2 3 S − 2 3 P and 2 3 S − 2 1 S transition isotope shifts. These two transitions lead to discrepant results for the nuclear charge radii difference between 4 He and 3 He. The accurate treatment of the finite nuclear mass effects is quite complicated and requires the use of the quantum field theoretical approach. We derive the α 6 m 2 /M correction with the help of nonrelativistic QED and dimensional regularization of the three body Coulombic system, and present accurate numerical results for low-lying states. The previously reported 4 σ discrepancy in the nuclear charge radius difference between 3 He and 4 He from two different atomic isotope shift transitions is confirmed, which calls for verification of experimental transition frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The atomic spectroscopy of light atoms has reached the level of precision that allows the determination of nuclear parameters from measured transition frequencies, in particular the nuclear charge radius. The best known example is the hydrogen spectroscopy from which one obtains the proton mean square charge radius of r p = 0.8758(77) fm, in agreement with the result derived from the electron-proton elastic scattering, 0.895 (18) fm [1] . Both these values are in significant disagreement with the result derived from the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift, r p = 0.84087(39) fm [2, 3] . This discrepancy attracted much attention from the scientific community and became known as the proton charge radius puzzle [4] . Up to now the determination of nuclear charge radii from light atoms other than hydrogen has been limited by the lack of sufficiently accurate theory. It was only possible to find the nuclear charge radii differences from the isotope shifts of atomic transition frequencies [5] . Bearing in mind the discrepancy between the electronic and the muonic hydrogen determinations of the proton charge radius, we investigate the isotopic differences in the nuclear charge radii in order to explore other potential discrepancies. Indeed, the nuclear charge radii difference δr 2 between 4 He and 3 He was determined to be 1.069(3) fm 2 from the 2 3 S − 2 3 P transition [6] and 1.027(11) fm 2 from the 2 3 S − 2 1 S transition [7] . The 4 σ discrepancy between these two results could be explained by a 8.8 kHz shift in the 2 3 S − 2 1 S transition, a small correction which in principle might have been overlooked in previous calculations. The corresponding shift in the 2 3 S − 2 3 P transition would have to be much larger, 49.7 kHz, and thus is less probable. In this work we calculate the last unknown correction, of order α 6 m 2 /M, which might contribute at this level of accuracy. We find out that the result for the isotope shift of the 2 3 S − 2 1 S transition almost coincides with our previous estimate [7] , namely 2.73 kHz versus 2.75(69) kHz. Since we do not see any possibility to miss a 8.8 kHz effect in our theoretical predictions, we are in a position to claim a discrepancy between the isotope shift in the 2 3 S − 2 3 P [9-11] and 2 3 S − 2 1 S [12] transition frequencies.
II. NOTATIONS
In this work we closely follow our previous paper devoted to nuclear recoil effects for triplet states of helium [6] and use the same notations. The reader may consider checking that paper first, but nevertheless we repeat here the main principles. The operators, energies, and wave functions for a nucleus with a finite mass M are marked with indices "M": X M , E M , and φ M . The operators, energies, and wave functions in the infinite nuclear mass limit are without indices: X, E, and φ. The recoil corrections to the operators and energies are denoted by δ M X and δ M E,
III. DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION
Since individual terms in E (6) are divergent they have to be regularized. We found in
Ref. [8] that the most convenient regularization is the dimensional one, although it seems to be very exotic for atomic systems. In this regularization, the dimension of space is assumed to be d = 3 − 2 ǫ. The photon propagator, and thus the Coulomb interaction preserves its form in the momentum representation, while in the coordinate representation the Coulomb potential is
The elimination of singularities is performed in atomic units by the transformation
and pulling common factors m (1−2ǫ)/(1+2ǫ) α 2/(1+2ǫ) and m (1−10ǫ)/(1+2ǫ) α 6/(1+2ǫ) from H and H (6) , respectively. The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian of hydrogen-like systems is
and that of helium-like systems is
where
We calculate further integrals involving the photon propagator in the Coulomb gauge as
and
The solution of the stationary Schrödinger equation H φ = E φ is denoted by φ, and we will never need its explicit (and unknown) form in d dimensions.
IV. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN IN
The last term comes from the hard three-photon exchange between electrons. It was originally calculated for positronium in Ref. [15] , and for electrons its sign is reversed, see H H in Ref.
[8]
where by convention we pull out the common factor (4π) ǫ Γ(1+ǫ) 2 from all matrix elements.
V. ELIMINATION OF SINGULARITIES
The principal problem of this approach is that both the first-order and the second-order contributions in Eq. (7) are divergent and the divergence cancels out only in the sum. To achieve the explicit cancellation of the divergences, we (i) regularize the divergent contributions by applying dimensional regularization with d = 3 − 2 ǫ, (ii) move singularities from the second-order contributions to the first-order ones, and (iii) cancel algebraically the 1/ǫ terms.
In the following we first consider the recoil correction coming from the second-order matrix elements, i.e. the first term in Eq. (7) 
The operator Q M is the same as that in Ref. [8] with the exception that it also includes the recoil part δ M Q. The regular part of operator H M A can be evaluated in three dimensions to yield
and the kinetic energy of the nucleus is P 2 /2 = δ M E. After the transformation in Eq. (34) Reduction of these terms will be left to the Appendix A, and we present here the final result for the recoil part
We examine now the recoil correction coming from B M in Eq. (19). For each of the operators
δ M H i , the recoil correction is the sum of two parts: (i) the perturbation of the nonrelativistic wave function, of E and H by the nuclear kinetic energy in the nonrecoil part, and (ii) the expectation value of the recoil part
The derivation is straightforward but tedious, therefore we have moved its description to Appendix B and present here only the final result for the recoil correction 
and where H 8 and H 9 are presented in Eqs. (29) and (30) respectively.
VI. TOTAL RECOIL CORRECTION
The final results are split into five parts: (i) the second-order and third-order matrix elements containing H R , (iii) the second-order and third-order matrix elements containing H C , (v) the first-order matrix elements between the reference state and the perturbed wave function, and (vi) the remaining first-order terms with the exception of (vii) pure recoil, the radiative recoil and the recoil corrections to one-loop and two-loops radiative corrections.
The final formula for singlet states of helium is then
and where H R is defined in Eq. (38), δ M H R in Eq. (39), and H C and δ M H C in Eq. (17).
The terms E ii and E iv vanish for singlets. The first-order terms δ M A 2 and δ M B become the sum of E v , E vi and E vii . In order to explicitly cancel out 1/ǫ terms and simplify the final result we perform the following further transformations
The final result for E v and E vi in terms of Q i operators defined in Tables I -III is
where δ M E H is the remainder from H 12 in Eq. (33) after cancellation of 1/ǫ singularities,
Finally,
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical calculations of the nonrelativistic energy and wave function were performed in the explicitly correlated exponential basis with nonlinear parameters generated randomly within variationally optimized intervals, a method described in the literature by Korobov [16] . The method is very efficient and allows getting accuracy for energies as high as 16 digits with a basis as small as 1500 functions. The evaluation of second-order matrix elements is more complicated and requires large values of nonlinear parameters for obtaining accurate results. In order to avoid numerical problems related to linear dependence in the basis set, all the calculations are performed in octuple precision arithmetics. Following Refs. [17] , this contribution is estimated based on the known hydrogenic result.
Due to a strong cancellation of the estimate between the 2 1 S and 2 3 S states, the uncertainty of the difference is difficult to guess, so we assumed 50% of the whole contribution. We observe a fair agreement with the experimental value from Ref. [12] . In fact, the difference with the experiment will be 10 times smaller, if we neglect the α 7 m contribution completely, so we may have overestimated its magnitude.
VIII. NUCLEAR CHARGE RADIUS DIFFERENCE
We now turn to the determination of the nuclear charge radii difference from the isotope shift. 
and we ascribe a 50% uncertainty to this estimate. The total uncertainty of the theoretical prediction amounts to just 0.2 kHz, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the present experimental error, see It does not agree with the δr 2 values obtained in Ref. [6, 7] from the isotope shift in the 2 3 P -2 3 S transition, namely δr 2 = 1.069 (3) fm 2 [9, 10] and δr 2 = 1.061 (3) fm 2 [11] . We observe that the two results from the 2 3 P − 2 3 S transitions are in only slight disagreement with each other but both deviate significantly from the result obtained from the 2 1 S − 2 3 S transition.
IX. SUMMARY
The 4 σ discrepancy for δr 2 is very puzzling, since we cannot explain it by any missed corrections in the theoretical predictions. All significant theoretical contributions have been calculated and the theoretical uncertainty is orders of magnitude smaller than the deviation.
This discrepancy calls for the verification of the experimental transition frequencies (first of all, 2 1 S − 2 3 S) by independent measurements. Moreover, it can be also accessed by isotope shift measurements in muonic helium. Hopefully, this might be accomplished in the next measurement of the Lamb shift in muonic helium at the Paul Scherrer Institute by the CREMA Collaboration [18] . This experiment will provide an independent determination of the charge radii of helium isotopes, thus shedding light on the proton charge radius puzzle and on the discrepancy for the helium nuclear charge radius difference. 
The first three terms contain both recoil and nonrecoil parts while the latter three contain only recoil terms. Individual parts are transformed as follows: 
In the above the term with the Dirac delta function was obtained by using dimensionally regularized representation of the Coulomb potential. Further, using the identity
Here ,
The remaining A terms are
and where
Taking now only the recoil part of terms
we obtain the following results: 
Further, with the help of identity valid for singlet states
we get the following recoil correction δ M B 3 
